A Study on Mode Shape and Natural Frequency of Rotating Flexible Cracked Annular Thin Disk
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As an important rotating component, the flexible annular thin disk is widely used in mechanical engineering. Cracks may occur in some weak disk parts, which will greatly shorten the equipment service life and even cause equipment failure. Due to the centrosymmetric structure of the flexible annular disk, two typical cracks are studied in this paper; one is radial crack parallel to diameter, including radial closed crack (RC-crack) and radial opening crack (RO-crack); the other one is vertical crack perpendicular to diameter, including circumferential crack (CF-crack) and tangential crack (TG-crack). The effect of crack parameters, such as crack length, direction, and position, on disk vibration characteristics are studied through theoretical simulation and experimental verification. The research shows that the effect of cracks on vibration characteristic gets more obvious with cracks extending in most cases, RO-crack decreases the natural frequency obviously, and vertical cracks would affect mode shapes. In addition, the bigger the nodal diameter is, the more obvious the effect gets. Meanwhile, the most obvious effect appears in the mode of a nodal diameter locating on the crack. The research possesses some guiding significance in industrial production; by comparing with the vibration characteristics of the flawless disk, the integrity of the rotating flexible disk can be judged to prevent possible equipment damage.

1. Introduction

As one of the most important structures of mechanical equipment, the flexible disk is widely used in mechanical engineering, such as circular saw blades, disc brake, steam turbine, and hard disk driver. The equipment performance depends on the rotating flexible disk status to a certain extent. There is a great significance to research the vibration characteristic of rotating flexible disk. Lamb and Southwell [1] derived the dynamic model of the high-speed rotating flexible disk and calculated its vibration modes and natural frequencies, and Chung et al. [2] studied the natural frequencies of rotating disks in fixed and rotating coordinates. Kwak and Amabili [3] and Amabili and Dalpiaz [4] carried out some experimental works on the vibrations of annular disk plates. The calculation method of disk natural frequencies was presented in Amabili and Garziera [5] under different boundary conditions.

Cracks exist in the various mechanical equipment widely; the research on the mechanical structure with cracks has been attracting the attention of scientists for a long time. Krawczuk [6, 7] established a rectangular plate finite element with a through crack based on elastoplastic fracture mechanics and the finite element method. Ismail and Cartmell [8] researched the vibration of the plate with a surface crack of variable angular orientation based on classical plate theory. Lin and Ng [9] researched the effect of breathing cracks on vibration characteristics of the beam and proved the effectiveness of higher mode frequency response functions to the detection and damage assessment.

Cracks may occur in some weak parts due to plastic deformation, product defect, and centrifugal force, which will greatly shorten the equipment service life and even cause equipment failure. In order to avoid the equipment damage caused by cracks, it is valuable to build up a crack detection method to find the crack as quickly as possible. The non-destructive testing method plays an important role in the crack fault diagnosis of rotating machinery, which can detect the cracks in the mechanical structure without damaging the

As an important high-speed rotating structure, the integrity of a rotating flexible disk determines the performance of mechanical equipment, and the research of flexible cracked disk has attracted a larger number of scholars for a long time. Anifantis et al. [15] proposed a crack identification method of annular plates firstly according to the phenomenon that the natural frequency of the plate decreases due to the presence of the crack. Chung and Kim [16] identified a fracture mechanism of a spinning optical disk and proposed a method of preventing the disk fracture which is reinforcing the clamping area by structural modifications.

The natural frequency is one of the typical vibration characteristics, which can reflect the performance of disk structure to a certain extent. In the researched works of radial cracked disk, Mirsalimov and Kalantarly [17] built up a disk model with a bridged crack and obtained closed algebraic system of equations and limit condition of the crack growth through numerical calculation. Meanwhile, on the research of circumferential cracked disk, Pramod et al. [18] investigated the natural frequencies of annular plates with circumferential cracks by finite element method. Derakhshan et al. [19] researched the effect of crack radial location and its depth on the natural frequencies and mode shapes of an annular plate with a circumferential crack. Bahaloo et al. [20] researched the transverse vibration and stability of rotating annular disk with a circumferential crack and found the phenomenon that the disk critical speed will decrease with the crack depth increasing and the crack radius decreasing. Bose and Mohanty [21] studied the large amplitude axisymmetric vibration of circular disk with circumferential crack and the natural frequency variations of axisymmetric modes through combining the Berger’s approximation, Galerkin’s method, and multiple scales method. Furthermore, some researchers have systematically studied the vibration characteristics of flexible annular disks; Yuan [22, 23] deduced the analytical formula of the natural frequency of flexible cracked disk and gave the natural frequency parameters for the free vibration of annular, circular, and sectorial plates. Demir [24, 25] proposed a method of judging crack position by natural frequency and calculated the natural frequencies of annular plates with circumferential cracks and radial through cracks.

As the foundation of crack detection technology, vibration characteristic analysis of flexible cracked disk is an effective method to realize the accurate detection and discovery of minor damage. In this paper, the effects of cracks with different parameters, including crack types, lengths, directions, and positions, on vibration modes and natural frequencies of rotating flexible disk are investigated by theoretical simulation and experimental test. The research method of theoretical simulation analysis is building up the finite element models of rotating flexible disks, calculating its vibration characteristic, and studying the effect regular of crack lengths, directions, and positions on vibration modes and its corresponding natural frequencies. And then, the effect regular of various cracks is verified on vibration characteristic of the flexible cracked disk by experimental test. In the process of experimental test, the sound and displacement signals are collected and processed preliminary to obtain the time-domain characteristics of rotating flexible cracked disk, and the natural frequencies are calculated and obtained by frequency-domain analysis.

Different from previous works as reviewed above, this paper discussed the general decaying law of mode shape and natural frequency of rotating flexible disk with various types of cracks, and both theoretical finite element simulation and specialized experimental testing are carried out and compared for result verification; then, the results and observations in this paper should be more valuable and practical for the fault detection and diagnosis of rotating disk system.

2. Model Establishment

2.1. Physical Property Parameters. In this paper, the physical property parameters of flexible annular thin disk are listed in Table 1.

The flexible disk rotor is clamped and fixed on a rotation shaft by a ring which led disk rotor inner edge to be fixed and outer edge to be free. Therefore, the researched object of vibration characteristics is the deformable part of the rotating flexible annular thin disk, which is from the ring outer edge to the disk outer edge. The ring diameter is set to 32 mm in this paper. According to the physical property parameters, the theoretical models and experimental models of the flexible cracked annular thin disks are established, respectively, for the subsequent research.

2.2. Crack Classification. Due to the centrosymmetric ring structure of the flexible annular thin disk, two typical cracks are selected according to the position relationship between crack and diameters as a common assumption and simplification in the crack academic research [6–16]. The typical radial and circumferential cracks are selected also in the view of radial and circumferential membrane stresses consistently in the rotating disk. In practices, the radial and circumferential cracks are most often taking place in the rotating thin disk. One is radial crack which is parallel to the diameter, including radial closed crack (RC-crack) inside the disk completely and radial opening crack (RO-crack) opening at disk outer edge; the other one is vertical crack which is perpendicular to the diameter, including circumferential crack (CF-crack) and tangential crack (TG-crack).
All kinds of cracks are through cracks, and the maximum width of each crack is set as 50 μm. The flexible annular thin disk with four kinds of cracks is shown in Figure 1.

2.3. Theoretical Model. Four kinds of flexible cracked annular thin disks are established using ANSYS Workbench, and the crack parameters, such as crack length, direction, and position, are considered in the modeling process. Because the deformation and vibration of the clamped part could be ignored, the finite element model of flexible disk is simplified as a single component with an inner diameter of 32 mm and a fixed inner edge.

With the software ANSYS Workbench, the SOLID186 element is used to model the annular thin disk. In the view of result convergence, the grid types of coarse (first spacing 0.12 mm), medium (first spacing 0.08 mm), and fine (First spacing 0.04 mm) are calculated, respectively, for convergence analysis, and the their frequency error is less than 1%. For the disk material models and parameters had been provided in Table 1 in detail. At the inner cylindrical edge of annular thin disk, the clamping full constraints in six degrees of freedoms are applied, and others are free boundary without any constraint.

In order to ignore the effect of crack shape and ensure the reliability of simulation data, each crack is designed in three shapes, that is, rectangle, round-rectangle, and diamond (which is triangle for RO-cracks). The data processing method of three-shape cracks is comparing the simulation results of cracked disks with three shapes, eliminating errors, and averaging. The finite element models of the flexible annular thin disk with four kinds of cracks are illustrated in Figure 2(a) and three-shape cracks are shows in Figure 2(b).

2.4. Experimental Model. The effect of short TG-crack is similar to CF-crack due to their similar crack configurations; thus TG-crack and CF-crack are regarded as the same kind of crack in the experimental test. Corresponding with the finite element models, three kinds of cracked disks physical models, namely, RO-crack, RC-crack, and CF-crack, are customized, respectively. The physical model is clamped by a 32 mm diameter ring and the deformable part is the same as the finite element model. The disk surface is sprayed black and affixed with reflective sheets so as to accurately measure the disk rotating speed. The physical models of three kinds of cracked disks are shown in Figure 3.

### Table 1: Physical property parameters of the flexible annular thin disk.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>$R_o$ (mm)</th>
<th>$R_i$ (mm)</th>
<th>$h$ (mm)</th>
<th>$\rho$ (g/cm³)</th>
<th>$E$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$\nu$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Galvanized sheet</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>7.84</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Computation Simulation

The vibration modes and their corresponding natural frequency could be obtained by analyzing the finite element model of each cracked disk. Except for the modes without nodal diameter, each vibration mode of rotating flexible cracked disk can be divided into two modes comparing with flawless disk: one is the mode where a nodal diameter of vibration mode is just located on the crack; the other one is the mode where no nodal diameter is coincident (or intersects) with the crack. Therefore, in the same research range of natural frequency, the mode with the same nodal diameter of the cracked disk is twice as much as the flawless disk. For the convenience of description, mode A is used to represent the former while mode B represents the latter in this paper. The first five modes of flawless disk and the first nine modes of four kinds of cracked disk are shown in Figure 4.

There is no nodal circle in the first nine modes of the rotating flexible cracked disk; that is, the number of the nodal circle is zero. According to Figure 4, the vibration modes of the flexible disk with RC-crack, CF-crack, and TG-crack are similar; that is, the first mode stands for mode (0, 0), the second mode stands for mode (0, 1), the third mode stands for mode (0, 2), the fifth mode stands for mode (0, 3), the seventh mode stands for mode (0, 4), and the ninth mode stands for mode (0, 5). For the flexible annular thin disk with RO-cracks, the mode A and mode B including the same nodal diameter are just on the contrary.

3.1. Characteristic Parameter Setting. Because all kinds of cracks are through cracks, the determinants of crack configuration include crack length, direction, and position.

3.1.1. Crack Length. Because the crack width is set as 50 μm in advance, the crack size is mainly determined by crack length. The effects of crack length of RO-crack, RC-crack, CF-crack, and TG-crack on the vibration characteristic of the flexible disk are researched in this paper, and crack length of four kinds of cracks ranges from 1 mm to 25 mm. In addition, the crack should be located near the middle position of the disk deformable part to avoid the effect of eccentricity, and the crack midpoint radius is set as 31.75 mm. The natural frequencies of the rotating flexible cracked annular thin disk with various lengths are shown in Figure 5(a).

3.1.2. Crack Direction. The intersection angle between crack and disk diameter is a typical characteristic of the crack relative to flexible disk. TG-crack could be considered to be the condition where the intersection angle of RC-crack is 90 degrees, and the CF-crack is concentric with the flexible disk. Therefore, RO-cracks and RC-cracks of various intersection angles are studied. The same as the research of crack length, the crack midpoint radius is set as 31.75 mm to avoid the effect of eccentricity, and...
the crack length is 16 mm. According to comparing the crack direction with the disk rotating direction, the intersection angle could be divided into the negative and positive angle; the range of intersection angle is set as ±80°. Because the effects of negative and positive angles on the vibration characteristic are similar and the error could be ignored, the natural frequency of both is taken as the average and is shown in Figure 5(bi).

3.1.3. Crack Position. The crack position will affect the stability and integrity of the disk structure, which is mainly stood by the crack midpoint radius in this paper. Due to the special centrosymmetric structure of rotating flexible disk, the effect of the position of RC-crack, CF-crack, and TG-crack on the vibration characteristic of the flexible cracked disk should be considered. RC-crack with a length of 8 mm, CF-crack with a span angle of 40 degrees, and TG-crack with
a length of 30 mm are selected to research the effect of crack position on the natural frequency. And the crack midpoint radius ranges from 21 mm to 42 mm. The natural frequencies of rotating flexible cracked annular thin disks with various positions are shown in Figure 5(c).

3.2. Crack Length. It can be seen from Figure 5(a) that the effect of RO-crack is the most obvious on the natural frequency; meanwhile, the more the nodal diameters the vibration modes include, the more obvious the effects of crack on the natural frequency will be in most cases. The change trend of natural frequency caused by radial crack and vertical crack is similar though different change ratios. It shows that no matter what kinds of cracks, the change of natural frequency caused by a short crack is negligible, and the natural frequency decreases gradually with cracks extending. For the effect of crack length on natural frequency, on one hand, the effects of opening crack on vibration characteristics are more obvious than closed crack, and the natural frequencies change more obviously when a nodal diameter of vibration modes is just located at the opening crack, while the effect of closed crack is just on the contrary. On the other hand, the effect of radial crack on the vibration characteristic is more serious than the vertical crack of equal length.

The research range of vertical crack length can be expanded, the natural frequencies of the flexible annular thin disk with CF-crack and TG-crack are calculated and shown in Figure 6 (a). It can be found from Figure 6 (a) that when the span angle of CF-crack is larger than 60 degrees and the crack length of TG-crack is greater than 35 mm, the natural frequency will decrease sharply, the reason of which is that the mode (1, 0) occupied the corresponding position of mode (0, 4)B, and the obvious effect comes from mode (1, 0). The eighth modes of CF-crack and TG-crack are shown in Figure 6 (b). The phenomenon shows that the higher modes tend to occupy lower mode positions, and its shape changes obviously with vertical crack extending, while the change of the first seven modes and their natural frequencies are not obvious in the current research range. And the vertical crack could lead to a more evident effect on the structure of the flexible disk and change the deformation of the flexible cracked annular thin disk.

3.3. Crack Direction. It can be seen from Figure 5 (b) that the effects of RO-cracks are more obvious on the natural frequencies with the intersection angle increasing, while the most modes of RC-crack are negligible, which corresponds to the effect of crack length. The effect trend of two kinds of crack is similar; as the intersection angle of crack increases, the natural frequencies of the first three modes decrease but higher modes are on the contrary. The changing trend of natural frequency led by intersection angle is just opposite to that led by crack length. In order to research the relationship between intersection angle and crack length on the natural frequency, the change ratio of natural frequency between flawless disk and cracked disk with intersection angle of 80° is listed in Table 2.

The data of Table 2 provides evidence that the effect of crack length on the natural frequency could be counteracted partly with the increase of intersection angle, and the vibration of flexible disk is the most violent when the crack parallels with diameter. The result indicates that when the calculation error is ignored, the effect of RC-crack is larger than TG-crack of equal length to a certain extent, which corresponds with the effect of crack length.

3.4. Crack Position. It can be seen from Figure 5 (c) that as crack midpoint radius increases, the natural frequency of the flexible disk with RC-crack decreases slowly, while CF-crack and TG-crack increase slowly or first decline and then go upward. However, the change is limited in most cases; the change trend of natural frequencies is still relatively gentle even if there is a long crack. Moreover, each vibration mode appears regularly with no change in shape with the crack position changing. It shows that the crack position has a little effect on the overall structure of the rotating flexible cracked annular thin disk.
Figure 4: The vibration modes of rotating flexible annular thin disks with various cracks: (a₁) flawless flexible disk, (b₁) flexible disk with RO-crack of 20 mm (RO20), (c₁) flexible disk with RC-crack of 20 mm (RC20), (d₁) flexible disk with CF-crack of 60 degrees (CF60), (e₁) flexible disk with TG-crack of 32 mm (TG32), i is each vibration mode’s order, and i = 1, 2, . . . , 9.
Figure 5: Continued.
Figure 5: Continued.
Figure 5: The natural frequencies curve of rotating flexible annular thin disks with four kinds of cracks of various parameters: (a.i) four kinds of cracked disks with isometric cracks, (b.i) two kinds of cracked disks with equal intersection angle, (c.i) three kinds of cracked disks with equal crack midpoint radius, \( \ell \) is each vibration mode’s order, and \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, 9 \). Blue: RO-crack, red: RC-crack, black: CF-crack, green: TG-crack. Solid line: mode A, dotted line: mode B. +: (0, 0), ∗: (0, 1), Δ: (0, 2), ○: (0, 3), ◇: (0, 4).

Figure 6: Continued.
Experimental Verification

4.1. Experimental Method. In order to verify the accuracy of theoretical research, the vibration performances of the high-speed rotating flexible disk with various cracks are studied by the experimental test under the dynamic measurement references by Gao et al. [26] and Che et al. [27]. During the experimental test, the flexible disk rotates stably at a high speed of 5000 RPM with a hard disk drive motor (provided by Seagate Technology Co.), the pulse excitation is applied by an electromagnet, and then the sound and displacement signal are collected by microphone KZ-501B (provided by China Shenzhen Kingze Technology Co., Ltd) and eddy displacement sensor DT3010-M/S2 (provided by Micro-Epsilon (Beijing) Measurement Co., Ltd.), respectively. With the data acquisition card USB-4716 (provided by Advantech Technology (China) Co., Ltd.), the sampling frequency is 20 kHz for signal collection, and each sampling time is 3 seconds. In addition, there is no filter used in the manuscript, since the sound and displacement signal are just used in frequency domain analysis only to obtain the disk vibration frequency at low frequency. The testing equipment for the rotating cracked disk is shown in Figure 7.

The sound and displacement signals are collected in the ground coordinate system while the natural frequency obtained by theoretical simulation is based on the rotating coordinate system. From Yang and Pei [28], when the ground coordinate system is taken as the reference, the natural frequency of vibration mode could split into positive travelling wave (PTW) and negative travelling wave (NTW). The relationship of natural frequency between the ground coordinate system and the rotating coordinate system can be expressed as

\[
\omega_{m,n}^r = \begin{cases} 
\omega_{m,n}^r + nf\Omega, & \text{PTW,} \\
\omega_{m,n}^r - nf\Omega, & \text{NTW,}
\end{cases}
\]

where \(\omega_{m,n}^r\) is the natural frequency of rotating flexible disk in the ground coordinate system; \(\omega_{m,n}^r\) is the natural frequency of rotating flexible disk in the rotating coordinate system; \(\Omega\) is the rotating speed of flexible disk; \(m\) is the number of nodal circle; \(n\) is the number of nodal diameters.

4.2. Data Processing. In order to facilitate quantitative analysis of the collected signals, the vibration modes and natural frequencies are separated from the collected signals by the time-frequency domain analysis. The voltage variation caused by displacement and sound intensity can be directly observed from time-domain signal. Meanwhile, the vibration characteristic information can be separated from frequency domain signals, such as the amplitude, energy, and frequency.

In order to ignore the interference signal existing in the environment and obtain the natural frequency of the flexible disk, it is necessary to preprocess the data. Firstly, the noise signal is filtered out from the experimental data by wavelet transform. Secondly, the mean value and trend term are eliminated by using the lower mode polynomial to perform the least square on the signal. Thirdly, the Fourier transform is performed on the data. And finally, the frequency domain graphs of displacement and sound signals are obtained. The time-domain analyses of processed data are shown in Figures 8(a) and 8(b), and the frequency domain analyses are shown in Figures 8(c) and 8(d).

It can be seen from Figures 8(a) and 8(b) that the displacement signal shows periodicity obviously, which is
Figure 7: Vibration test equipment for rotating flexible cracked annular thin disk: 1, tachometer; 2, electromagnet; 3, displacement sensor; 4, motor assembly with flexible cracked disk; 5, bracket; 6, magnetic base; 7, motor driver; 8, DC regulated power; 9, displacement sensor controller; 10, adjustable DC power; 11, data acquisition board; 12, relay; 13, microphone; 14, motor base.

Figure 8: The time-frequency domain analysis of sound and deformation signals of flawless disk: (a) time-domain graph of displacement signal, (b) time-domain graph of sound signal, (c) frequency domain graph of displacement signal, and (d) frequency domain graph of sound signal.
Figure 9: Continued.
mainly composed of the regular periodic fluctuation and the weak random signals. The sound signal enhances significantly at the moment of applying the pulse but gradually slows down over time, which contains a major vibration signal and a variety of noise signals.

Frequency domain analysis uses frequency as the abscissa and amplitude as the ordinate. Each peak value in the frequency domain graph represents a vibration mode and its corresponding abscissa represents its natural frequency. According to equation (1), the natural frequencies of positive and negative waves can be obtained by decomposing theoretical simulation results. The natural frequency of theoretical simulation and experimental test of different cracked disks are shown in Figure 9. The horizontal coordinate represents each mode, and the ordinate represents the natural frequency.

Figure 9: The natural frequency of theoretical simulation and experimental test. (a1) Positive travelling wave of flawless disk, (a2) negative travelling wave of flawless disk, (b1) positive travelling wave of flexible cracked disk, (c1) negative travelling wave of flexible cracked disk, \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, 6 \). (b1) (c1) RO8, (b2) (c2) RO18, (b3) (c3) RC6, (b4) (c4) RC12, (b5) (c5) CF10, (b6) (c6) CF40. Blue bar: theoretical datum, red bar: experimental datum.
4.3. Data Analysis. It can be seen from Figure 9 that the errors between experimental results and theoretical datum are tiny except for the negative wave of the lower modes; the error of lower mode could be accepted due to its small value. Based on the high matching of simulation and experiment, the method of theoretical simulation is credible. The experimental result in Figure 9(c) shows that the effect of RO-crack is obvious on the natural frequency especially the negative travelling waves. As a whole, the natural frequency decreases with cracks extending, the effect regular is higher mode > lower mode, negative wave > positive wave, and the intensity of effect is radial crack > CF-crack, opening crack > closed crack. The change rule of the theoretical simulation is verified by the experimental test.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, the vibration characteristics of high-speed rotating flexible annular thin disks with various cracks are studied by theoretical simulation and experimental test; the following conclusions are obtained:

1. The effect regular of cracks on natural frequency of the rotating flexible annular thin disks is radial cracks > vertical cracks, opening cracks > closed cracks.

2. The bigger the nodal diameter is, the more obvious the effect gets. The natural frequencies have a greater change when a nodal diameter of vibration modes is just located on the crack.

3. Radial cracks, especially RO-cracks, can significantly reduce the natural frequencies of the rotating flexible disks, which make the disk more prone to resonance, even causing production accidents.

4. Based on the crack detection method, if the natural frequency of lower modes decreases significantly, the disk may contain RO-cracks. However, the other cracks cannot be excluded by the lower mode, and the higher modes should be further detected. If the natural frequency of higher mode decreases obviously, the flexible disk may include CF-cracks, TG-cracks, or RC-cracks. On the contrary, the flexible annular thin disk is complete without cracks.

5. Based upon above investigations on the mode shape and natural frequency of rotating flexible cracked annular thin disk, some specialized researches as the future work should be carried out to predict, identify, and diagnose the fault of rotating disk system in a smart and online way.

Nomenclature

\( l_{RC} \): Radial closed crack length
\( l_{TG} \): Tangential crack length
\( m \): Numbers of nodal circle
\( n \): Numbers of nodal circle
\( R_{C} \): Crack midpoint radius of circumferential crack
\( R_{c} \): Disk inner radius
\( R_{o} \): Disk outer radius
\( R_{RC} \): Crack midpoint radius of radial closed crack
\( R_{TG} \): Crack midpoint radius of tangential crack
\( t \): Signal acquisition time
\( v \): Poisson’s ratio
\( \theta \): Circumferential crack span angle
\( \rho \): Density
\( \omega_{n, m} \): Natural frequency in the ground coordinate system
\( \omega_{\Omega} \): Natural frequency in the rotating coordinate system
\( \Omega \): Disk rotating speed.
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